Grammar support

these resources will build your grammar lessons

Common Writing Error: Wordiness
Problem:

Solution:

Repeated information that creates
wordiness in writing.

Do not repeat information in numerous ways. Make your
writing concise.

Directions: Rewrite each sentence to eliminate wordiness.
1. The new boy, who was new to our school, adjusted to a new class schedule.

2. The hot chocolate cocoa warmed our cold hands.

3. Tommy, a great guitar player, played guitar in several bands.

4. At her birthday party, the birthday girl received presents from her friends and guests.

5. She painted in her art studio and drew in there too.

6. Christie, a teacher, developed an activity for her students at school.

7. I left my math notebook in class, and I need it for my math homework.

8. The old computer freezes because it is outdated and needs replaced.

9. That delicious dinner was so good that I ate a second serving!

10. The band’s song was loud because so many people play instruments.
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Common Writing Error: Wordiness
Problem:

Solution:

Repeated information that creates
wordiness in writing.

Do not repeat information in numerous ways. Make your
writing concise.

Directions: Rewrite each sentence to eliminate wordiness.
1. The new boy, who was new to our school, adjusted to a new class schedule.
The new boy at school adjusted to his schedule.
2. The hot chocolate cocoa warmed our cold hands.
The hot chocolate warmed our cold hands.
3. Tommy, a great guitar player, played guitar in several bands.
A great guitar player, Tommy played in several bands.
4. At her birthday party, the birthday girl received presents from her friends and guests.
The birthday girl received presents at her party.
5. She painted in her art studio and drew in there too.
She painted and drew in her art studio.
6. Christie, a teacher, developed an activity for her students at school.
Christie, a teacher, developed an activity for students.
7. I left my math notebook in class, and I need it for my math homework.
I left my math notebook in class, and I need it for homework.
8. The old computer freezes because it is outdated and needs replaced.
We should replace our old computer that freezes.
9. That delicious dinner was so good that I ate a second serving!
I ate a second serving of that delicious dinner.
10. The band’s song was loud because so many people play instruments.
The band’s song was loud.
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Common Writing Error: Passive Voice
Problem:

Solution:

Unnecessary passive voice
slows a reader’s experience.

Only use passive voice with purpose.

Directions: Underline the verbs in the following sentences. Label each as being in passive or active voice.
If the verb is in passive voice and should be in active voice,rewrite the sentence.

1. Jamalye dusted her house.

2. My dog was given a bath.

3. Jameson was writing a poem.

4. Last night, Megan drove her brother home.

5. After band practice, the instruments were put away.

6. The battery was smashed into pieces.

7. Braylon tidied his bedroom.

8. Before school, Jeni’s hair was brushed.

9. Blocks were assembled by all the children.

10. Brady and Waylon’s apartment was robbed.
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Common Writing Error: Passive Voice
Problem:

Solution:

Unnecessary passive voice
slows a reader’s experience.

Only use passive voice with purpose.

Directions: Underline the verbs in the following sentences. Label each as being in passive or active voice.
If the verb is in passive voice and should be in active voice,rewrite the sentence.

1. Jamalye dusted her house.

active
2. My dog was given a bath.

passive: Matt gave the dog a bath.
3. Jameson was writing a poem.

active
4. Last night, Megan drove her brother home.

active
5. After band practice, the instruments were put away.

passive: After band practice, students put away their instruments.
6. The battery was smashed into pieces.

passive: The machine smashed the battery into pieces.
7. Braylon tidied his bedroom.

active
8. Before school, Jeni’s hair was brushed.

passive: Before school, Jeni brushed her hair.
9. Blocks were assembled by all the children.

passive: The children assembled the blocks.
10. Brady and Waylon’s apartment was robbed.

passive: This sentence should remain passive so not to draw attention to the person
who did something wrong.
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